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Abstract

Should an informed seller lead with the best or worst good in a sequential auction? Considering

the sale of two stochastically equivalent goods over two periods, we show that if second period

buyers can observe the �rst period price, the seller has an incentive to lead with the best good so

as to send a positive signal about the quality of the following good. This result holds even though

the goods' values are independent because the seller's sequencing strategy endogenously generates

correlation in the quality of the goods across periods. In contrast, a best for last strategy may

not be as credible as the seller has an incentive to then sell his better good early. We also show

that ex-ante expected pro�ts from either of these strategies is higher than a babbling strategy of

randomly sequencing the sale, even when the second period buyers do not observe the �rst period

price.We discuss implications for the choice of sequential versus simultaneous auctions, the strategic

choice of auction houses, the sequential auction of items of varying expected quality, the declining

price anomaly observed in auction data, and the e�ects of selection bias on empirical studies of

privatization auctions.
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1 Introduction

Should auctioneers sell lower value goods �rst, saving higher value goods for last? Or should the

best goods be sold �rst to make the most favorable impression? We consider this question in a model

where the auctioneer has imperfect private information about the values of the two goods to be soldl

sequentially. If buyers of the good sold in the second period observe the auction price of the �rst good,

their estimates of the second good's value will be a�ected by the seller's choice of leading with the

better or worse good. For instance, a high sale price for the �rst good will indicate that �rst period

buyers believed the good was of high value, raising expectations for the value of the second good. This

is true even if the values of the two goods are statistically independent provided that the buyers believe

that the seller's sequencing strategy is based on his information.

We �nd that the impression e�ect from observing the �rst period price favors a \best foot forward"

(BFF) strategy of leading with the better good and that this e�ect exists even if the goods are inde-

pendent. The strategy of leading with either the best or worst good, endogenously creates correlation

between the two periods by shifting the conditional distribution of the second period good. If buyers

believe the best good is sold �rst they will assume the second good is likely to be of equal or lower

quality than the �rst. Selling the worst good �rst would then lead buyers to believe the second good

is of even lower quality. So sellers have an incentive to stick with the best foot forward strategy when

buyers believe them to be following the strategy. Conversely, if buyers believe the seller will lead with

the worst good they will assume that the second good is likely to be of equal or higher quality. Deviat-

ing and selling the best good �rst would then lead buyers to believe the second good is of even higher

quality, raising seller revenue. So sellers have an incentive to deviate from the \best for last" (BFL)

strategy when buyers believe them to be following the strategy.

The following very simple example will illustrate this impression e�ect of leading with the better

good. Suppose that buyers have common values for each good and that the value of each good is

uncertain and equal to V 2 f0; 1g; with Pr[V = 1] = 1

2
: Suppose further that the values are drawn

independently across goods and that the seller perfectly knows the value of the good and has to sell

the goods sequentially1. Suppose, just for this illustrative example, that the buyers have no private

information and that the sale price in each period is the expected value of the good given the buyers

beliefs about the seller's sequencing strategy. Moreover, again for this example, suppose that the second

period buyers perfectly observe the �rst period quality after the �rst period2.

Suppose that the buyers believe that the seller is leading with his best good �rst. Consider the seller

1However, to make the problem interesting, the seller cannot credibly disclose his private information.
2In the model that we consider below, buyers will also have private information and as a result the �rst period sale

price will take replace this exogenous signal for second period buyers.
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with one good with value 1 and the other good with value 0: If he sells better good �rst then the �rst

period price is the expected value of the good given it is the maximum of the two, which is equal to
3

4
: Upon observing the quality of the good sold in the �rst period, the second period sale price will be

the expected value of the good given that it is the minimum of the two and given that the maximum

is equal to 1: The second period price will therefore be equal to 1

3
: On the other hand if he deviates

and sells his worse good �rst, then the �rst period price is still equal to 3

4
; but the second period price,

equal to the expected value of the good given that it is the minimum of the two and given that the

maximum is equal to 0; will now equal 0:Thus, when buyers believe that the seller is selling his better

good �rst it is in his interest to do so: best foot forward is an equilibrium sequencing strategy.

In contrast, suppose that the buyers believe that the seller is leading with his worst good �rst.

Consider the seller with one good with value 1 and the other good with value 0: If he sells the worse

good �rst then the �rst period price is the expected value of the good given it is the minimum of the

two, which is equal to 1

4
: Upon observing the quality of the good sold in the �rst period, the second

period sale price will be the expected value of the good given that it is the maximum of the two and

given that the minimum is equal to 0: The second period price will therefore be equal to 2

3
: On the

other hand if he deviates and sells his better good �rst, then the �rst period price is still equal to 1

4
but

the second period price, equal to the expected value of the good given that it is the maximum of the

two and given that the minimum is equal to 1; will now equal 1:Thus, when buyers believe that the

seller is selling his worse good �rst it is not in his interest to do so: best for last is not an equilibrium.

We show that for a more general model, when buyers have idiosyncratic private information, and the

second period buyers just observe the �rst period price, the impression e�ect illustrated above implies

that the seller's incentive compatibility constraint for the best foot forward strategy is weaker than for

the best for last strategy, implying best foot forward is an equilibrium of the sequencing game whenever

best for last is, but not the converse. Best foot forward is therefore the unique pure strategy equilibrium

for open sets of parameter values3 whereas best for last is never the unique equilibrium. These results

hold even if the seller is less precisely informed than the buyers. Of course, in all models, the buyers

can always form beliefs that the seller ignores his private information, so that there always exists an

equilibrium where the seller randomly chooses the good to be sold in either period. We call this the

babbling equilibrium4.

In the simple example above, the buyers have no private information. As a result di�erent sequencing

strategies have no e�ect on the seller's ex-ante expected pro�ts5. However, when the buyers have

idiosyncratic private information and earn informational rents, the two pure strategies BFF and BFL

yield the seller higher ex-ante expected pro�ts than the babbling strategy where the seller randomly

chooses the good to be sold in either period. This is true even when the second period buyers do not

3In any parameterized model.
4To suggest an analogy with cheap talk games.
5Which is equal to twice the expected value of the good, in all cases.
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observe the �rst period price. When the seller follows either pure strategy, the period in which any

good is being sold is itself an informative signal to the buyers of that good, implying higher revenues by

the linkage principle. The result suggests that a privately informed seller of ex-ante identical goods in

ex-ante identical markets (e.g. the morning auction and the afternoon auction or the New York market

and the Boston market) will nevertheless like to treat one market preferentially by always selling his

better good there. We �nd this result interesting because of its implications for market segmentation,

even if the markets operate simultaneously and without any informational spillovers from buyers in one

market to those in the other.

When second period buyers observe the �rst period price they get an additional signal of the quality

of the second period good, further increasing the revenue gain relative to the babbling strategy. Note

that the informativeness of these public signals is endogenous as they depend on the seller's strategy,

implying these results hold even though the qualities of the two goods sold in the two periods are

independent.

Seller sequencing strategy may o�er insight into the \declining price anomaly" or \afternoon e�ect"

in which the prices for seemingly identical goods fall during the course of a sequential auction. This

phenomenon has been identi�ed in auctions for goods ranging from wine (Ashenfelter,1989), stamps

(Thiel and Petry, 1990), condominiums (Ashenfelter and Geneshove, 1992, and Vanderporten, 1992)

to real estate (Lusht, 1994). The empirical evidence is inconsistent with the \law of one price" that

arbitrage should ensure uniform prices, and is also counter to the result from auction theory that prices

should rise over time unless buyer values are una�liated (Milgrom and Weber, 1982c). A number of

competing theoretical models try to explain this anomaly. McAfee and Vincent (1993) fail to con�rm

Ashenfelter's (1989) intuition that prices decline because of risk averse bidders, �nding that unrealistic

assumptions need to be made about behavior under risk. Menezes and Montiero (1999) assume that two

identical objects are worth more as a bundle than they are separately. They show that prices decline

since only buyers of the �rst good have the option to make use of this complementarity in the second

period, an argument related to that of Black and de Meza (1992). Other explanations of the anomaly

include endogenous budget constraints (Krishna and Benoit, 1998), declining number of buyers in the

second auction due to participation costs (von der Fehr, 1994), a special form of auction where the

winner chooses her preferred item (Gale and Hausch, 1992), and moral hazard by agents bidding on

behalf of clients (Milgrom and Weber, 1982).

Our approach suggests a simpler explanation might su�ce in some cases - prices fall but the law

of one price is not violated because the goods are not identical across periods. The best foot forward

strategy implies the quality of the second good is on average lower than the �rst, indicating the second

period price will also be lower. For independently distributed goods we �nd that the price will necessarily

fall.

Sequencing strategies are of particular interest in the context of privatization via auctions, one of the

most important uses of auctions in recent years. When the government sells state-owned enterprises,
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are the more pro�table �rms sold �rst? Empirical evidence from Gupta et al.(1999) suggests that in

the mass privatization programs undertaken in the Czech Republic more pro�table �rms appear to

have been sold early. Studies which evaluate the e�ect of privatization or change in ownership on �rm

pro�tability and e�ciency would be misleading if this potential selection issue is not accounted for. In

particular, conclusions favoring rapid privatization might be a�ected if �rms which are sold early are

more successful not because of their early privatization but because they were of higher quality to begin

with.

In the next section we set up the general model and in section 3 we discuss a version of the sequencing

game where the second period buyers do not observe the �rst period price. In section 4 we use these

results to analyze the sequencing game where the second period buyers do observe the �rst period

price. In section 5 we discuss the declining price anomaly or afternoon e�ect and in section 6 we discuss

another example. Section 7 concludes and the Appendix contains an alternative proof of the linkage

principle result regarding the e�ect of public disclosure of private information on seller's pro�ts, as well

some other proofs of propositions in the paper.

2 The Model

Goods, Signals & Values One seller has to sell two (indivisible) goods (or two indivisible units of

the same good) to sell. The two goods are indexed by k 2 fa; bg6: The value of each good is unknown

to the buyers and the seller.

For each good k there are n � 2 buyers with private signals (or value estimates) Xik ; in some set

X � R; ik 2 f1; :::; ng; k 2 fa; bg: Denote by Xk = (X1k
; :::; Xnk) the vector of buyer signals for good

k: For each ik; let Yik = maxjk 6=ikfXjkg be the maximum of the other bidders signals. Further, let Zk

be the second highest buyer signal for good k.

We assume that, for each good k the seller has a private signal (or value estimate7), �k 2 � � R:

In the next subsection, we provide a discussion of our interpretation of, and restrictions on, the seller's

information and the actions he can take given that information.

We denote by fk(x; �) the joint density of the random variables (Xk; �k) associated with good k:We

suppose that fk is symmetric in its �rst n arguments. Further, we suppose that the random variables

(Xa; �a) are distributed independent of the random variables (Xb; �b)8. We also assume that the two

6We use the indexing k for convenience. We suppose that, for the seller and the buyers in the model, the goods have

no names so that the seller's sequencing strategy cannot be conditioned on the indices k and k0 of the goods.
7Or a summary statistic for buyer signals Xk for good k:
8Given our interpretation of the two goods as two units of the same good, the assumption of independence might

seem strange. However, we make this assumption to illustrate that all the intertemporal correlation in this model of

sequential selling will be generated endogenously. Moreover, all our results on the e�ects of di�erent sequencing strategies

on revenues and their incentive compatibility properties, will go through when the signals are not independent across

goods.
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sets of random variables are identically distributed so that fa(x; �) = fb(x; �) = f(x; �) for all x; �:

We suppose that for each good k the joint density f for the random variables (Xk; �k) displays

a�liation. For x; y 2 Rm let x _ y be the component-wise maximum or the join of x and y and let

x^ y be the component-wise minimum or meet of x and y: The following is a de�nition of a�liation for

random variables in Rm; which admit a density.

De�nition 1 If f : Rm! R is strictly positive density function of the random variable X in Rm then

f is a�liated if and only if for all x; x0 2 Rm

f(x _ x0)f(x ^ x0) � f(x)f(x0)

Note that a�liation is equivalent to log-supermodularity. Roughly speaking, a�liation says that

higher values of some of the random variables make higher values of the other random variables more

likely. The interested reader is referred to MW for a more extensive discussion of a�liation and its

implications.

For each good k we suppose that the buyers are symmetric. In particular we assume that there

exists a (measurable) function V : � �Xn ! R, non-decreasing in each argument, such that for each

good k; for each buyer ik, for each �k and Xk, the value of good k to buyer ik is given by

Vik = V (�k; Xik ; fXjkgjk 6=ik )

That is, the valuations of all n buyers for good k depends on the seller's signal in the same way, and the

valuation of each buyer depends on the signals of the other buyer's in the same way and does not depend

on the identity of the other buyers9. Let Vk = (V1k ; :::; Vn) be the vector of buyer valuations for good

k: Under our assumptions of a�liation and the monotonicity of the function V (:), the random variables

(Vk; Xk; �k) are a�liated10. We abuse notation slightly and denote by f(v; x; �) the joint density of

(Vk; Xk; �k) which is distributed iid across k 2 fa; bg:

In general, for any random variable Z we will denote its joint density as fZ(z) and for any two

random variables Y and Z we will denote the density of Y conditional on the Z having taken a value

z as fY jZ(yjz): We will use analogous notation for distribution functions, which will be denoted by

FY jZ(yjz).

The SellingGame: Seller's Information and Strategies We suppose that the seller's information

on each good takes one of two possible values, so that

� = fH;Lg;with H > L

9This is formulation is the \general symmetric model" of MW. It allows for the possibility of pure common values,

where Vik = V for all ik : It also allows for a private value component for each buyer, so that all buyers may not agree on

value, even if all private signals are made public. All our examples consider the case of pure common values.
10As are, in addition (fYikg;Zkg etc. See MW.
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In other words, we assume that the seller can tell if good k is likely to be above average (�k = H) or

likely to be below average (�k = L) but his information is not rich enough to enable him to say anything

more about the expected quality of each good.

This implies, that the seller with one good for which �k = H and the other good for which11

�k0 = L, the possible sequencing strategies are either to sell his better good �rst (best foot forward or

BFF strategy) or to sell his worse good �rst (best for last or BFL strategy) or he can randomize. We

use the symbol � to denote a sequencing strategy for the seller and denote the BFF strategy of selling

his better good �rst by �bff and the BFL strategy of selling his better good last by �bfl: We will also

consider the mixed strategy of ignoring his information by tossing a fair coin in his sequencing decision

and denote this strategy by �m:

We assume that the set � has two elements because it eliminates the need for considering more com-

plex sequencing strategies. When the seller's information is less crude and � has more than two elements

(for example, when � is a continuum) then the seller has many more pure sequencing strategies12. Con-

sidering all such possible strategies is technically di�cult. Further, we �nd that many possible sequenc-

ing strategies that arise from considering a richer speci�cation of the set � are somewhat unnatural13

and do not contribute much to the economic intuition underlying seller sequencing strategies. One

way out of this is to directly restrict the set of possible sequencing strategies by assuming that the

seller's ability to condition his actions on his information is crude, so that the seller can either sell

his better good �rst or sell his worse good �rst (or randomize), but he is not able to condition on the

amount by which his better good is better than his worse good. The speci�cation of � = fH;Lg; as

above, is equivalent to this formulation where the seller's possible actions (including the act of forming

expectations) conditional on his information is restricted in this way.

Further, for the sequencing game to be interesting, we also suppose that the seller's private infor-

mation is soft information, in the sense that he cannot credibly reveal it, even though he would like to.

Instead, the only way he can reveal his private information is through his sequencing strategy.

We also suppose that the seller's private information arrives after he has already proposed a selling

mechanism, e.g., a particular auction form. We are thinking here of information which arrives late.

With a wine auction, for example, we can think of the seller's information as arising out of tasting the

samples which arrive when the goods are delivered at a date after his announcement of the date of the

auction14. In the next subsection we set out the timing structure of this selling game.

11When both the seller's signals have the same value the seller will be indi�erent about his sequencing strategy, and in

equilibrium, and will sell either good �rst with probability 1

2
:

12For example, when � is the unit interval on the real line, the seller may employ the BFF strategy when the maximum

of his two signals is less than some number b� and the BFL strategy otherwise, etc.
13As we will see below, a sequencing strategy for the seller raises the seller's revenues by revealing some of his information

to the buyers. We conjecture that sequencing strategies which depend on his private information in a complicatedmanner

may not be optimal for the seller because they might less e�ective than simpler strategies like BFF or BFL in revealing

his information. Investigating this conjecture would be of interest.
14We can pretend that the seller, at the ex-ante date when he announceshis selling mechanism, can also make a \speech"
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The Timing Structure The timing structure of the sequential selling game is as follows:

(0) Seller proposes a selling mechanism. Buyers form beliefs about

the seller's strategy.

(1) Nature chooses (Vk; �k; Xk), k 2 fa; bg:

(2) Seller observes (�a; �b) and decides on which good to sell �rst.

(3) The n buyers of the good the seller sells �rst note that their

good is being sold �rst and also observe their private signal Xik :

They bid for the good.

(4) The n buyers of the good the seller sells second note that their

good is being sold second and also observe their private signal Xi
k0

and also the �rst period price. They bid for the good.

We call the above game the \price observed game" and denote it as �po.Sometimes to help our

analysis of the model we also consider the game where the second period buyers do not observe the �rst

period price, which we call the \no price observed game", �npo; where (4) above is replaced by

(4)npo The n buyers of the good the seller sells second note that their

good is being sold second and also observe their private signal Xi
k0

but not the �rst period price. They bid for the good.

Equilibrium We will assume that the identical buyers for each good play a symmetric BNE of the

auction given their correct beliefs about the seller's strategies and their information. And that the

seller's strategy is sequentially rational given the buyers' beliefs.

Public Signals Because of the symmetry in the model it will be more useful in what follows to look

at the auction for each good k and the public and private signals that the buyers of that good receive,

rather than the auction in each period. The auctions in the two periods are di�erent because the buyers

believe that the seller is treating the two periods di�erently via his sequencing strategy. However, if we

think of the auction for each good (which may either be held in the �rst period or the second period)

then, by symmetry, this auction is identical across goods. Further, we can treat the period in which a

given good is sold as a public signal which the buyers of that good observe and thereby incorporate the

di�erences in buyer beliefs in the two periods in terms of this public signal. We will therefore look at

the auction for each good and the public signals that the buyers of each good receives in some detail

now.

regarding his intended selling strategy, once he gets his private information. Even if buyers believe his speech, he faces

incentive compatibility problems with respect to following the content of his speech or deviating from it, once he receives

his private information. The purpose of this paper is to compare di�erent speeches with respect to their interim incentive

compatibility problems and to compare the speeches by the pro�ts they earn for the seller.
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Consider the auction for good k. The relevant random variables in which buyers of good k are

interested are (Vk; Xk; �k) with a joint density f: Given the structure of the game, and the seller's

strategy, the buyers of good k will also receive a public signal about the seller's signal �k of good k.

It will be convenient to consider di�erent possible public signals of �k in some detail. Let � be a

random variable independent of the random variables related to good k: We will use the symbol  k to

denote in general the possible public signals of �k.

Consider the game �npo above where the second period buyers do not observe the �rst period price.

The n buyers of each good k however observe in which period each good is sold. Since the choice of the

period in which to sell good k is dependent on the seller's private information, the choice of a period

will (publicly)signal some information to the buyers about the seller's signal for good k and so will be

a signal about the value of good k: We will denote this signal by �k 2 f�H ; �Lg; �k 2 R; �H > �L: The

joint distribution of �k and �k0 will be correlated given the seller's strategy and, conditional on �k; will

induce correlation in the random variables associated with the two goods a and b:We will interpret �H

as the signal for which the buyers conclude that �k is likely to be high, in particular �k � �k0 and �L is

the signal for which �k � �k0 . For example, if the seller is selling his good with the better signal �rst

(Best Foot Forward (BFF) strategy) then the buyers of good k will observe the signal �H if good k is

being sold in the �rst period which happens if �k � �k0 . In contrast, if the seller his selling his good with

the worse signal �rst (Best For Last (BFL) strategy), then the buyers of good k will observe the signal

�H if good k is being sold in the second period which also happens when �k � �k0 : The distribution of

�k conditional on �k will depend on the strategy of the seller.

Therefore, when the second period buyers do not observe the �rst period price, the only public signal

received by the buyers of good k is

 
npo
k = �k

In the case �po, when good k is sold in the second period, the buyers of good k will also observe,

in addition to �k, the �rst period price which is a signal of the seller's signal for the good sold in the

�rst period15, �k0 ; and so, in conjunction with �k, is a signal of the seller's signal for good k; �k, which

is sold in the second period: Note that the �rst period price is a signal of second period quality only

because the seller bases his sequencing decision on both his signals. In fact, by independence of good k

with good k0, unconditional on �k, �k0 contains no information about �k: The �rst period winning bid

is an informative signal for the second period buyers only conditional on �k:

If the seller is following a best foot forward strategy, the buyers of good k observe the �rst period

price i� good k is being sold in the second (i.e., \low quality") period, i.e. �k = �L. The corresponding

public signal is

 
bff
k =

(
(Zk0 ; �k) if �k = �L

(�; �k) if �k = �H

15Since the �rst period price is a function of the buyers' signals in the �rst period which are a�liated with the seller's

signal for the good sold in the �rst period.
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In contrast, if the seller follows a best for last strategy, the buyers of good k observe the �rst

period price i� the good is being sold in the second (i.e., \high quality") period, i.e., �k = �H : The

corresponding public signal is

 
bfl

k =

(
(Zk0 ; �k) if �k = �H

(�; �k) if �k = �L

For future reference we will also note here three other possible public signals that buyers of good k

may �nd informative. The �rst is the case where the buyer's of good k observe the seller's signal for

the other good k0 in addition to observing the signal �k :

 ��
k = (�k0 ; �k)

A less informative signal than the last one is where the buyer's of good k observe Zk0 , which is a

signal of �k0 , in addition to �k :

 �
k = (Zk0 ; �k)

Finally, denote by

 NRk = �

the null, or uninformative public signal for good k:

The e�ect of observing the public signals of the seller's information �k, will depend on the buyers'

beliefs, about the seller's strategy �: In particular, if the buyers believe that the seller is playing according

to �m; then they will ignore any public signal whose informativeness depends on the seller's strategy.

We will denote by b� the (common) beliefs of the buyers' about the seller's as a sequencing strategy, �:

The Auction, Prices and Bids Since in our model the buyers also have private information, the

price for any good k will depend on the vector of the buyers private information Xk and also on any

public information, denoted by  k (like the �rst period price) which is revealed through the trades: The

exact nature of this dependence depends on the nature of information in the market and the selling

mechanism employed by the seller.

We will concentrate on a situation where the buyers have idiosyncratic (and statistically relevant)

pieces of private information. As a result, it is natural to assume that the seller employs an auction to

sell his goods in each period. The analysis below is done assuming that the seller employs a second price

auction (with no reserve prices) to sell his good. However, all the results generalize to other auction

forms like the English (Japanese) auction, the �rst price auction16;17.

16We do not consider the introduction of reserve prices and entry fees, even if that choice is made ex-ante unconditioned

on the seller's private information, as this may alter the set of buyers in the �rst period auction di�erently from the set

of buyers in the second period auction, depending on the seller's strategy. We leave this for future research.
17Our results also carry over to the case where all buyers have the same information so that they earn no informational

rents. In this case, the di�erent sequencing strategies still have incentive compatibility properties similar to the auctions

case, but they leave the seller's ex ante expected pro�ts unchanged, as there are no informational rents earned by the

buyers.
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We will denote the price of good k when the public signal is  lk and the buyer beliefs are b� by

P lk(Xk;  
l
k; b�); where l is an index of the di�erent public signals considered above. Accordingly, if

the buyers believe that the seller is playing the BFF strategy the price for good k is denoted by

P
bff
k (Xk;  

bff
k ;�bff ) and when the buyers believe that the seller the BFL strategy the price is denoted

by P bflk (Xk;  
bfl

k ;�bfl) where the public signals  bffk and  bflk have been de�ned above.

Notice that the price of good k is a function of the buyers signal and the public signal. The precise

nature of this functional dependence depends on the public signal(s) which the buyers observe, and this

has been made explicit above. Notice also that the price as a function of private and public signals also

depends on buyer beliefs about the seller's sequential strategy. This has also been made explicit above

but the extra notation will be dropped when it causes no confusion.

Since we are looking at the symmetric (bidding) equilibrium for the second price auction of each

good, the winning price will be equal to the second highest bid in the auction. Denote the (symmetric)

bidding function as blk(x;  ; b�); when the buyer ik's signal Xik has value x, the public signal  lk has

value  and the buyers beliefs about that the seller's strategy is given by b�:
It is well-known18 that in a second price auction each buyer bids the expected value of the good

given the public signals and given that the realized value of his signal is tied with the highest signal for

the other bidders. De�ne the function

vlk(x; y;  ; b�) = E[V
ik
jXik = x; Yik = y;  lk =  ; b�]

Then the bidding function of the buyers is

blk(x;  ; b�) � vlk(x; x;  ; b�)
It is straightforward to check that given a�liation such a bidding function is monotonic in its �rst

argument. As a result the price in a second price auction can be written as

P lk(Xk;  
l
k; b�) = 2ndmax

ik
fblk(Xik ;  

l
k; b�)g

= vlk(Zk; Zk;  
l
k; b�)

where 2ndmaxf:g is the function which chooses the second highest value from n real numbers, and we

have made use of our symmetry assumptions. We will use this formulation for the price of good k in

what follows.

3 No Price Observed

We �rst compare the ex-ante expected pro�ts from the three strategies BFF, BFL and the mixed or

babbling strategy, in this NPO case. Next we look at the question of existence of equilibria.

18See, for example, MW.
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3.1 Pro�ts: NPO

Let Unpo(�; b�) be the pro�ts from strategy � in the NPO case when buyer beliefs about the seller's

strategy are given by b�: Note that for all � 2 f�bff ; �bfl; �mg, by symmetry, we must have

Unpo(�; �) = E[Pnpok (Xk;  
npo
k ;�)j�] +E[Pnpok0 (Xk0 ;  

npo
k0 ;�)j�]

= 2E[Pnpok (Xk;  
npo

k ;�)j�]

Consider �rst the BFF strategy. Then for any good k, we identify the public signal as �k = �H if

and only if good k is being sold in period 1 which happens if �k � �k0 : Similarly, �k = �L if �k � �k0 :

Therefore, �k is an informative signal of �k and so of Vik for each ik:

In contrast for the mixed strategy �m; where the seller ignores his information, the period in which

the seller sells a given good contains no information for the buyers about the value of the seller's signal

for that good and so information about the value of that good: �k is an uninformative signal.

Hence we have our �rst result, as a direct application of the linkage principle.

Proposition 1 Using his information helps the seller in the NPO case compared to not using his

information:

Unpo(�bff ; �bff ) = Unpo(�bfl; �bfl) � Unpo(�m; �m)

Proof. The �rst equality follows from the fact that in the NPO case there is no di�erence between

the two strategies BFF and BFL.

The inequality follows from the linkage principle from MW : in both the BFF and the BFL case the

buyers of each good k observe a public signal  npok = �k of the seller's private information �k for that

good. From Theorem 9 in MW, the result follows19. 2

The result states that a seller, when faced with selling two ex-ante identical and independent goods in

two ex-ante identical markets which have names (e.g., period 1 & period 2, New York & Boston) would

prefer to preferentially treat one market in the sense of always selling his better good there, even when

the markets operate without any informational spillover from the auction in one market to the other.

In other words, a privately informed seller would like to segment his markets and informationally link

them by his sequencing strategy. Clearly, this result does not depend on our independence assumption

but only on the fact that the seller reveals some of his private information by choosing a sequencing

strategy which depends on his information.

3.2 Equilibrium: NPO

We now look at the question of the existence of an equilibrium sequencing strategy for the seller, i.e.,

at the incentive compatibility of the seller's ex-ante speech regarding his sequencing strategy.

19We provide an alternative proof of the public disclosure result or Theorem 8 from MW in the appendix.
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One equilibrium which always exists is that where buyers refuse to believe that the seller conditions

his sequencing decision on his private information. This is the same as supposing that the buyers

believe that the seller's strategy is �m: Given these beliefs, the seller is indi�erent between the di�erent

sequencing strategies (as the buyers of good k ignore the signal �k; for all k). As a result, the seller can

ignore his private information and �m is always an equilibrium

Suppose now that the buyers believe that the seller will follow the BFF strategy, �bff ; (equivalently,

subject to renaming the periods, �bfl; in this NPO case). Then, for the seller with one high signal and

one low signal, the expected pro�ts when he plays according to �bff is

��
HL � E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = H] +E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = L]

where we have made use of symmetry between goods k and k0 and also dropped the dependence of

prices on the buyer beliefs b� = �bff :

On the other hand, if the seller deviates then his expected pro�ts are given by

�dHL � E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = H] +E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = L]

Therefore the strategy �bff is an equilibrium of �npo (the speech �bff is credible) if and only if

E[Pnpo
k

(Xk; �H)� P
npo

k
(Xk; �L)j�k = H] � E[Pnpo

k
(Xk; �H)� P

npo

k
(Xk; �L)j�k = L]

Note that the equilibrium condition for �bfl is identical as the two strategies are identical for the

game �npo subject to renaming the periods.

For the second price auction recall that

P
npo
k (Xk; � ) = b

npo
k (Zk; � ) for all � 2 f�H ; �Lg

where

b
npo
k (z; � ) = v

npo
k (z; z; � ) = E[VkjXik = z; Yik = z; �k = � ]

Whether the inequality above holds depends on the conditional distribution of Zk given �k and the

conditional distribution of Vk given Xik ; Yik and �k. In particular, note that we have an equilibrium

if the jump in any buyers bid from observing the public signal �H over when he observes �L is non-

decreasing in the realization of his private signal z:

b
npo
k (z; �H) � b

npo
k (z; �L) is non-decreasing in z

Then, by a�liation, the result follows. However this condition is a strong su�cient condition and is not

in general guaranteed by a�liation. Of particular interest is the case where bnpok (z; �H )� b
npo
k (z; �L) is

additively separable in z and � , implying sellers are indi�erent between strategies. The two examples

in section 6 characterize the equilibrium set in terms of parameter values.
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4 Price Observed

In this section we look at the game �po where the goods are sold sequentially so that the buyers in the

second period observe the �rst period price. As above we look at the e�ect on pro�ts and then look at

characterizing the equilibrium set.

4.1 Pro�ts: PO

Let Upo(�; b�) be the ex-ante expected pro�ts from strategy � and buyer beliefs b�: Once again, by

symmetry, we must have

Upo(�bff ; �bff ) = 2E[P bffk (Xk;  
bff ;�bff )j�bff ]

Upo(�bfl; �bfl) = 2E[P bfl
k

(Xk;  
bfl;�bfl)j�bfl]

Upo(�m; �m) = 2E[PNRk (Xk)j�
m]

Recall that PNRk (Xk) is the price of good k when the buyers observe only their private signal and no

public signal.

Recall that

 
bff

k
=

(
(Zk0 ; �k) if �k = �L

(�; �k) if �k = �H

and

 
bfl
k =

(
(Zk0 ; �k) if �k = �H

(�; �k) if �k = �L

Notice that for both the BFF case and the BFL case, the good k buyers know when the �rst

component signal  lk is informative and when it is noise, l 2 fbff; bflg. Furthermore, the signal  lk is

more informative about �k than the signal  npo
k = �k.

In contrast, for the mixed strategy, both �k and  k are uninformative signals of �k: Therefore we have

the following result, as a direct consequence of Theorem 9 in MW. However, we provide an alternative

proof in the appendix.

Proposition 2 When second period buyers observe the �rst period price, using his information further

bene�ts the seller, compared to the NPO case:

min[Upo(�bff ; �bff ); Upo(�bfl; �bfl)] � Unpo(�bff ; �bff ) = Unpo(�bfl ; �bfl) � Unpo(�m; �m) = Upo(�m; �m):

Proof. Follows from the discussion above and Theorem 9 in MW. Also see the appendix for an

alternative proof. 2

A natural question is whether the ex-ante pro�ts from �bfl and �bff can be unambiguously ranked.

The relevant condition can easily be seen to be the following20:

20See the discussion of public signals in Section 2.1. for a de�ntion of P �
k
corresponding to the public signal  �

k
:
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E[P �
k (Xk; �H ; Zk0) � P

npo

k (Xk; �H)j�k = �H ]

� E[P �
k (Xk; �L; Zk0) � P

npo
k (Xk; �L)j�k = �L]

where we have dropped the dependence on �bff for notational brevity. In words, the BFL strategy

yields higher pro�ts to the seller than the BFF strategy, if and only if the expected gain conditional on

�k; due to the linkage principle, of observing both signals f�k; Zk0g over just observing �k; is greater,

the higher is �k: Neither this condition nor its converse are guaranteed by a�liation. We provide an

example (example 1) where the condition is satis�ed so that BFL generates higher revenues. Roughly,

the condition is satis�ed when the information rents for the higher-valued good are larger than for the

lower-value good, allowing the seller to recapture more of these rents via the linkage principle e�ect of

the �rst period price.

4.2 Equilibria: PO

We now state our main result.

Proposition 3 1. An equilibrium exists: �m is always an equilibrium in �npo and �po.

2. BFF is an equilibrium in the no price observed game if and only if BFL is an equilibrium: �bff

is an equilibrium of �npo i� �bfl is an equilibrium of �npo

3. The impression e�ect of observing the �rst period price favors the BFF strategy: if �bff is an

equilibrium of �npo, it is an equilibrium of �po.

4. The impression e�ect of observing the price acts against the BFL strategy: if �bfl is an equilibrium

of �po, it is an equilibrium of �npo.

Proof. The proof is in the Appendix. 2

These results follow from the best foot forward and best for last strategies being equivalent when

the �rst period price is not observed, and the impression e�ect favoring the best foot forward strategy

when the price is observed. The intuition for the impression e�ect favoring the BFF strategy and acting

against the BFL strategy can be best understood by considering the simple example discussed in the

introduction.

In general, whether we have pure strategy equilibria BFF or BFL depends on the information

structure. The result above shows that whenever we have BFL as an equilibrium BFF must also be an

equilibrium, but the converse is not true. In particular, if the seller is indi�erent between all strategies

in the when the �rst price is not observed, as occurs when bnpok (z; �H)� b
npo
k (z; �L) is independent of z,

then the impression e�ect implies that best foot forward is the unique pure strategy equilibrium when

the price is observed. The parameterized examples in section 6 characterize the equilibrium set in terms

of the parameters.
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5 The Afternoon E�ect

Let Pt(b�) be the price (which is a random variable) in period t 2 f1; 2g given buyer beliefs b�:We will be

interested in the expected values of the price of good k conditional on various seller strategies. Where

it is understood what the seller's strategy is (as in the proof below) we will drop the conditioning of

the expectation of the price on the seller strategy. The next result shows that the expected price in the

period where the seller sells his better good is higher than the expected price where he sells his worse

good.

Proposition 4 Fix the PO model where the second period buyers observe the �rst period price.

1. In the BFF case the expected second period price is lower than the expected �rst period price:

E[P1(�
bff )j�bff ] � E[P2(�

bff )j�bff ]

2. In the BFL case the expected second period price is higher than the expected �rst period price:

E[P1(�
bfl)j�bfl] � E[P2(�

bfl)j�bfl]

3. In the mixed strategy case the expected second period price is equal to the expected �rst period

price:

E[P1(�
m)j�m] = E[P2(�

bff )j�bff ]

Proof. The Proof is in the Appendix. 2

This proposition shows that when the seller plays the BFF strategy, the unconditional expected

second period price will be lower than the unconditional expected �rst period price. Therefore we have

an alternative demonstration of the afternoon e�ect, even when there is no exogenous correlation in

the qualities of the two goods, arising endogenously out of the seller's choice of an incentive compatible

sequencing strategy.

Notice that in this model the presence of the \afternoon e�ect" does not imply the violation of the

\law of one price". The two stochastically identical goods will still sell at the same expected price, by

symmetry. Sometimes, when good k is better (given the seller's information) than good k0 it will sell

in the �rst period at a higher average price, and at other times, when it is worse, it will sell in the

second period at a lower average price. But unconditional on the period, both goods will sell at the

same expected price.

6 Examples

6.1 Example 1

For this example let the possible values of the two goods a and b be V = f0; 1g where Pr[Vk = 1] = � 2

(0; 1) for k 2 fa; bg: Regarding the seller's signal, let
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Pr[�k = HjVk = 1] = Pr[�k = LjVk = 0] = � 2 (
1

2
; 1]

for k 2 fa; bg: In each period there are n = 2 buyers who each get a noisy signal of the quality of the

good being sold in that period Xik 2 fL;Hg; where

Pr[Xik = HjVk = 1] = Pr[Xik = LjVk = 0] = � 2 (
1

2
; 1);

for i 2 f1; 2g; k 2 fa; bg:We assume the buyers' and the seller's signals are independent conditional on

the quality of the good21.

In a second price auction, with two bidders each bidder will bid the expected value of the good

conditional on both the buyers having the same signal. Thus, when the bidders also observe a public

signal  k, the bidding functions will be

bk(H; k) =
�2�( k)

�2�( k) + (1 � �)2(1� �( k))

bk(L; k) =
(1� �)2�( k)

(1 � �)2�( k) + (1� (1� �)2)(1� �( k))

where �( k) is the expected value of the good k conditional on the public signal  k that the bidders

observe (and given their beliefs about the seller's strategy).

�( k) = E[Vkj k]

For example, for the case where the buyers believe that the seller is employing the BFF strategy, then

in the �rst period the public signal that the buyers observe is that their good is being sold in the �rst

period, i.e., �k � �k0 : Thus, in this case �( k) or the expected value of the good given this public signal

is equal to E[Vkj�k � �k0 ]: In the special case where the seller is perfectly informed so that � = 1

(equivalently �k = Vk) this is equal to �2 + 2�(1 � �): Similarly, when good k is sold in the second

period the public signal that the buyers observe consist of the observation that their good is sold in the

second period and also the �rst period price. Then �( k) is equal to E[Vkj�k � �k0 ; Pk0]:

Further, given a signal for the seller �k, in a second price auction the probability that the seller

receives the high bid as a price is equal to the probability that both the buyers have a high signal;

otherwise the seller receives the low bid as the price. Thus

Pr[Pk = bk(H;�( k))j�k] = Pr[X1k = X2k = Hj�k]

Pr[Pk = bk(L; �( k))j�k] = 1� Pr[Pk = bk(H;�( k))j�k]

First consider whether a seller bene�ts from a mixed \babbling" strategy or a pure strategy like

BFF or BFL. Suppose �rst that we are in the NPO case where the second period buyers do not observe

21Note that we did not need to assume this for the general model.
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the �rst period price. Even in this case, as a direct implication of the linkage principle, revenues from

either the best foot forward strategy or best for last strategy should be higher, than the babbling case.

The intuition for this is easy to see if we think in terms of the auction for each good rather than the

auction in each period. The buyers for each good sometimes see that their good is sold in the �rst

period and sometimes see that the good is sold in the second period. Since this is a function of the

seller's private information for that good, the period in which a good is sold is an imperfect signal of

the seller's private information. By the linkage principle, the expected price for each good is higher

than in the babbling case and so the total revenue for the seller is higher than the babbling case.

Concentrating on this NPO case, �gure 1 shows the revenue gains from either pure strategy as

a proportion of the revenue from the babbling strategy when � is �xed at 0.95, meaning the seller's

information is quite accurate, and � varies from 0.5 to 1, spanning the full range of accuracy for the

buyers' signals, and � is �xed at 0.5. Notice that this is non-monotonic in �:When � is very low or very

high buyers either have no information or very precise information. As a result, informational rents are

low. For intermediate values of � information rents are high and this is when the gain from either pure

strategy is highest, as they capture more of the information rent.

In the case where the second period buyers observe the �rst period price and additional informative

signal of the seller's private information is available to the buyers. This, again by the linkage principle,

further raises the revenues of the seller. Note that both the \period" and the price signal are informative

only because of the seller's strategy (or more precisely, buyer beliefs about the seller's strategy).

Figure 2 shows the gain from the BFF strategy in the PO case (where buyers observe an additional

price signal) over the BFF strategy in the NPO case (as proportion of the revenue in the NPO case) as a

function of � where � is again �xed at 0.95 and � at 0.5. Once again the gain is highest for intermediate

values of � when informational rents earned by the buyers is the highest.

What about the existence of equilibrium in the NPO case? Computational results show that a pure

strategy is an equilibrium if � � 1

2
: Intuitively, when � � 1

2
; the responsiveness22 of the price to buyer's

signals is higher when buyers get a good public signal, �k = �H compared to when the buyers get a bad

public signal �k = �L: As a result, the seller has an incentive to sell his good with the higher signal in

the period where buyers observe �H ; as the good with a higher signal is the one for which buyers are

more likely to have better private signals, and when � � 1

2
, this increase the prices more in the period

when �k = �H than in the period where �k = �L:

Now consider the price observed case where the seller has an incentive to make a favorable �rst

impression. The question is whether a seller with two opposing signals should sell the good with the

higher or lower signal �rst. Due to the impression e�ect (see Proposition 4) favoring the BFF strategy

and not favoring the BFL strategy, we know from the previous last paragraph we know that BFF is an

equilibrium at least for � � 1

2
and BFL is not an equilibrium for � � 1

2
: Computational results for this

model indicate that there exists a cuto� value �bff (�; �) > 1

2
such that the best foot forward strategy

22That is, the di�erence between the prices for high buyer signals and low buyer signals.
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is always an equilibrium for � 2 (0; �bff ) while there exists another cuto� value �bfl < 1

2
such that

best for last strategy is an equilibrium for � 2 (0; �bfl): Therefore, for \low" lambda we have two pure

strategy equilibria, BFF and BFL. For intermediate values we have a unique pure strategy equilibrium

in BFF. And for \high" lambda we have no pure strategy equilibrium of the sequencing game. Figure

3 shows the net gains from following the BFF strategy and the BFL strategy in both the PO and the

NPO case as a function of � with � �xed at 0.95 and � �xed at 0.75. The curve which intersects the

x-axis at the lowest point corresponds to the BFL strategy and the curve which intersects it at the

highest point corresponds to the BFF strategy. The curve in between, intersecting the x-axis at 0.5

corresponds to the NPO case.

Figure 4 shows the net gains from following the BFF strategy and the BFL strategy as a function

of the informativeness of the buyers' signal. For �gure 4 � is again �xed at 0.95, � is �xed at 0.4 and

� varies from 0.5 to 1. Since � < 0:5 a BFF equilibrium exists for all � (and �). A BFL equilibrium

exists only when the buyers' signal is su�ciently imprecise (� less than about 0.775). As the buyers'

signal becomes informative, the price signal becomes more precise and as a result BFL becomes less

likely to be an equilibrium.

Now consider what happens to average prices in the �rst and second periods. From Proposition 6

the second period price should always be lower than the �rst period price when the seller follows the

best foot forward strategy. Figure 5 shows the expected prices for the two periods, with the �rst period

price on top, when � and � have the same values, varying together from 0.5 to 1 (and � = 0:5). Note

that the average price is 0.5 for � = � = 0:5: In this case all signals are uninformative so the buyers

both bid the unconditional expected value. As the accuracy of the signals increases, a gap between

the prices emerges because the seller is now able to sell the better good in the �rst period with some

accuracy. This gap reaches a maximumwhen both signals are perfectly accurate. Note that the average

of the two prices is lower when the signals are partly accurate rather than completely uninformative

or completely informative. With partly accurate signals the buyers can have opposing signals, allowing

one buyer to collect information rents at the expense of the seller.

A �nal concern is whether the ex ante pro�ts from committing to a strategy of best foot forward or

best for last are higher. Computational results show that best for last revenues are always higher than

best foot forward revenues, regardless of whether BFL or BFF is an equilibrium. As the next example

shows this result is dependent on the information structure of this example an does not generalize to

all information structures satisfying a�liation. Figure 6 shows the revenue gain from the BFL strategy

over the BFL strategy as a proportion of the revenue from the BFF strategy as a function of � when �

is �xed at 0.5 and � is �xed at 0.95.
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6.2 Example 2

For this example assume again that the possible values of the two goods a and b are V 2 f0; 1g where

Pr[Vk = 1] = � 2 (0; 1) for k 2 fa; bg: Suppose that the seller perfectly knows the value of the good.

In each period there are n buyers. Each buyer, with probability � 2 (0; 1) may be informed (type

I) who perfectly knows the value of the good, or may be uninformed (type U ) with probability (1� �)

in which case he knows nothing apart from public signals about the quality of the good. We assume

the buyers' signals are independent conditional on the quality of the good23.

In this model, in the NPO case, the seller is always (for all �; �) strictly prefers playing BFF to

deviating from it: BFF is always a equilibrium. As a result, in the PO case, from Proposition 4, a

BFF equilibrium always exists. Computational results indicate that a BFL equilibrium also exists for

certain parameter values. As is true in general, the BFF equilibrium yields higher revenues than the

mixed strategy babbling equilibrium

However, the result from the previous example where BFL always yields higher revenue than BFF,

does not hold in this example. Either strategy may yield higher revenues depending on the values of

the parameters.

7 Conclusion

This model assumed the two goods were independently drawn from the same distribution, and then

showed that correlation across periods was endogenously generated by the seller's strategy. If instead

the two goods were ex ante positively correlated, this should strengthen the impression e�ect favoring

a best foot forward strategy since second period buyers would learn even more from the �rst period

price. For this same reason, positive correlation increases revenues when sellers can credibly commit to

a strategy. Since more accurate public information is revealed about the expected value of the second

period good, sellers recover even more information rents from buyers. Under what conditions this favors

best foot forward or best for last is unclear. Positive ex ante correlation clearly does not strengthen

the declining price result. Since the second period buyers observe a stronger signal of the quality of the

second period good through the �rst period price, they will bid more aggressively in the second period,

raising the second period price. With su�cient correlation, this linkage e�ect from observing the �rst

period price may outweigh the opposing best foot forward e�ect of the second period good being lower

quality.

The potential conict between revenue maximizing and equilibrium strategies highlight consideration

23Our results depend on the value of any good, the seller's signal for that good and the buyers' signals for that good to

be a�liated. To see that this signal structure satis�es the condtions of a�liation, suppose that buyers' signals take values

xH ; xM ; xL with xH > xM > xL, and the probability that it takes value xH equal to � ; value xM equal to (1� �) and

value xL equal to 0 conditional on the value of the good being equal to 1; and, conditional on the value of the good being

equal to 0, the probability that it takes value xH equal to 0 ; value xM equal to (1� �) and value xL equal to �:
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of reputation. However, since we have assumed that the seller's information is ex-post unveri�able24

it is not clear that reputational considerations will allow the seller to solve his incentive compatibility

problems with regard to his sequencing decision. Further, even when the seller can disclose his private

information, sequencing strategies will be important as long as the their is correlation across goods,

because that will allow the seller to link the information of the buyers across goods.

Relaxing the assumption that both goods come from the same distribution would make the model

applicable to a broader range of auctions. For instance, if two paintings which are known to have

di�erent expected values are to be sold, which painting should be auctioned �rst? Since the buyers and

sellers share the same knowledge of which good is likely to be better, buyers can observe directly which

strategy the seller is following, allowing sellers to credibly commit to the best for last strategy. In this

case the seller's strategy would not endogenously generate correlation in the values of the goods, but

any ex ante positive correlation would still favor a best for last strategy.

8 Appendix

Proof of the Pro�table Public Disclosure Result We provide here a proof of the pro�table

public disclosure result for the second price auction. See MW for a more general discussion.

Let  k be the public signal of the quality of the good. Let Pk(Xk) be the price when no public

information is disclosed and P k (Xk;  k) when all buyers observe the public signal.

Proposition 5 Disclosure of the public signal raises the expected price:

E[P k (Xk;  k)] � E[Pk(Xk)]

Proof. By de�nition,

E[P k (Xk;  k)] =

Z
Zk

Z
 k

v
 

k (z; z;  )fZk k(z;  )dzd 

=

Z
Zk

f

Z
 k

v
 
k (z; z;  )f k jZk

( jz)d gfZk
(z)dz

= E[b
 

k (Zk)]

where

b
 

k (z) �

Z
 k

v
 
k (z; z;  )f kjZk

( jz)d 

= E[v k (z; z;  k)jZk = z]

= E[v k (z; z;  k)jX1k � z;X2k = z;Xik � z8ik > 2]

24Otherwise he can credibly disclose it.
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where the last equality follows from symmetry. Notice that b
 

k (z) is the expected winning bid in the

case where the public information is disclosed, the expectation being taken over values of the public

signal, conditional on the second highest signal being z:

On the other hand

E[Pk(Xk)] =

Z
Zk

vk(z; z)fZk
(z)dz

= E[vk(Zk; Zk)]

Now, by symmetry,

vk(z; z) = E[V1k jX1k = z; Y1k = z]

= E[E[V1kjX1k
= z; Y1k = z;  k]jX1k

= z; Y1k = z]

= E[v 
k (z; z;  k)jX1k = z; Y1k = z]

= E[v k (z; z;  k)jX1k = z;X2k = z;Xik � z8ik > 2]

where we have used symmetry. Notice that vk(z; z) is the bid of any buyer in the no disclosure case

given that the realization of his signal equals z: This is equal to the expected value of the bid for that

buyer in the case where the public information is disclosed, the expectation being taken over values of

the public signal, conditional on the highest and the second highest signal being z; i.e., conditional on

his signal and the fact that he wins the auction.

By a�liation and the monotonicity of v k (:; :; :) in  ; therefore (see MW theorem 5), for all z;

b
 

k (z) = E[v k (z; z;  k)jX1k � z;X2k = z;Xik � z8ik > 2]

� E[v 
k (z; z;  k)jX1k

= z;X2k
= z;Xik � z8ik > 2]

= vk(z; z)

Therefore,

E[P k (Xk;  k)] = E[b
 

k (Zk)]

� E[vk(Zk; Zk)]

= E[Pk(Xk)]

This concludes the proof. 2

Proof of Proposition 3: Equilibrium in PO Case The �rst two parts are immediate.

For 3 and 4 note �rst that the equilibrium condition, in the NPO case, for the identical pure strategies

�bfl and �bff can be written as

(NP0) E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = H]�E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = L]

� E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = H]� E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = L]
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Similarly the equilibrium condition for the strategy �bff can be written as

(BFF) E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = H]� E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = L]

� E[P �
k (Xk; �L; Zk0 )j�k = H; �k0 = L]� E[P �

k (Xk; �L; Zk0 )j�k = L; �k0 = H]

and that for strategy �bfl can be written as

(BFL) E[P �
k (Xk; �H ; Zk0 )j�k = H; �k0 = L]�E[P �

k (Xk; �H ; Zk0 )j�k = L; �k0 = H]

� E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = H]� E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = L]

where we have made use of symmetry and the fact that

 
bff
k =

(
 
npo
k when �k = �H

 �
k when �k = �L

and

 
bfl
k =

(
 
npo

k when �k = �L

 �
k when �k = �H

where  �
k = (Zk0 ; �k) and  

npo
k = �k:

To prove 3 it su�ces to demonstrate that

E[P �
k (Xk; �L; Zk0 )j�k = H; �k0 = L]� E[P �

k (Xk; �L; Zk0 )j�k = L; �k0 = H]

� E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = H]�E[Pnpok (Xk; �L)j�k = L]

and for 4 that

E[P �
k (Xk; �H ; Zk0 )j�k = H; �k0 = L]�E[P �

k (Xk; �H ; Zk0 )j�k = L; �k0 = H]

� E[Pnpok (Xk; �H)j�k = H]�E[Pnpok (Xk; �H )j�k = L]

We prove a stronger version of these inequalities in the lemma below.

Lemma 6 Fix � 2 f�H ; �Lg and � 2 fH;Lg: Then

E[P �
k (Xk; �; Zk0)j�k = �; �k0 = L]

� E[Pnpok (Xk; � )j�k = �]

� E[P �
k (Xk; �; Zk0)j�k = �; �k0 = H]

Proof of lemma. Note �rst that

E[Pnpok (Xk; � )j�k = �] =

Z
Zk

v
npo
k (z; z; � )fZkj�k(zj�)dz
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where

v
npo
k (z; z; � ) = E[VikjXik = z; Yik = z; �k = � ]

= E[v�k(z; z; �; Zk0)jXik = z; Yik = z; �k = � ]

=

Z
Z
k0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 jXik
Yik�k

(z0jz; z; � )dz0

Now, for any x; y; �; z0

fZ
k0 jXik

Yik�k
(z0jx; y; � ) =

P
�0 fZ

k0 jXik
Yik�k�k0

(z0jx; y; �; �0)fXik
Yik�k�k0

(x; y; �; �0)

fXik
Yik�k

(x; y; � )

where the sum is over values of �k0 in fH;Lg: By independence of the random variables related to good

k from good k0 the density of Zk0 conditional on Xik ; Yik ; �k and �k0 depends only on �k0 :

fZ
k0 jXik

Yik�k�k0
(z0jx; y; �; �0) = fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0j�0)

Using this we obtain

v
npo
k (z; z; � ) =

X
�
0

fXik
Yik�k�k0

(z; z; �; �0)

fXik
Yik�k

(z; z; � )

Z
Zk0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0j�0)dz0

Note that for �xed z; �; by a�liation of �k0 with Zk0 we have

E[v�k(z; z; �; Zk0)j�k0 = H] =

Z
Z
k0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0jH)dz0

�
X
�
0

fXik
Yik�k�k0

(z; z; �; �0)

fXik
Yik�k

(z; z; � )

Z
Z
k0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0j�0)dz0

�

Z
Z
k0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0jL)dz0 = E[v�k(z; z; �; Zk0)j�k0 = L]

Therefore

E[Pnpok (Xk; � )j�k = �]

=

Z
Zk

f
X
�
0

fXik
Yik�k�k0

(z; z; �; �0)

fXik
Yik�k

(z; z; � )

Z
Zk0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0j�0)dz0gfZkj�k(zj�)dz

�

Z
Zk

f

Z
Zk0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0jL)dz0gfZkj�k(zj�)dz

= E[P �
k (Xk; �; Zk0)j�k = �; �k0 = L]

where in the last line we have again made use of the independence of the random variables related to

goods k and k0: Similarly

E[Pnpok (Xk; � )j�k = �]
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=

Z
Zk

f
X
�
0

fXik
Yik�k�k0

(z; z; �; �0)

fXik
Yik�k

(z; z; � )

Z
Zk0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0j�0)dz0gfZkj�k(zj�)dz

�

Z
Zk

f

Z
Zk0

v�k(z; z; �; z
0)fZ

k0 j�k0
(z0jH)dz0gfZkj�k(zj�)dz

= E[P �
k (Xk; �; Zk0)j�k = �; �k0 = H]

This concludes the proof of the lemma. 2

Proof of Proposition (continued). The proof of 4 follows by setting � = �H and setting � = H

and then � = L: The proof of 3 follows by setting � = �L and setting � = H and then � = L:2

Proof of Proposition 4: The Afternoon E�ect 1. We start by proving the afternoon e�ect

for the BFF strategy. Fix the buyer beliefs b� = �bff : Note that then the random variable �k is a�liated

with the signals related to good k, in particular with Vk from the buyers' perspective. We proceed in

steps.

Step 1 The expected second period price in the BFF case is the expected price for any good k

conditional on it being sold in the second period:

E[P2(�
bff )j�bff ] = E[P bffk (Xk;  

bff

k ;�bff )j�k = �L]

Follows immediately from symmetry. Notice that the second expectation above will also be condi-

tioned on the seller's strategy �bff but we will drop that conditioning in what follows, for notational

brevity.

Step 2 The expected second period price is higher when the second period buyers directly observe the

seller's �rst period signal compared to when they only observe the �rst period price:

E[P bffk (Xk;  
bff

k ;�bff )j�k = �L] � E[P ��
k (Xk;  

��
k ;�bff )j�k = �L]

Note that

E[P bffk (Xk;  
bff

k ;�bff )j�k = �L] = E[P �
k (Xk;  

�
k;�

bff )j�k = �L] � E[P ��
k (Xk;  

��
k ;�bff )j�k = �L]

where the �rst equality follows from the fact that given �k = �L; the two signals  bffk and  �
k are

identical:

 
bff
k = (Zk0 ; �k) =  �

k when �k = �L

and the last inequality follows from the Linkage Principle and the fact that the signal  ��
k contains more

information about �k than the signal  �
k , unconditionally and conditional on �k = �L : (see Theorem 9

in MW)

 ��
k = (�k0 ; �k)

 �
k = (Zk0 ; �k)
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Step 3 The expected price is higher in the no revelation case compared to the BFF case when the

second period buyers observe the seller's �rst period signal :

E[P ��
k (Xk;  

��
k ;�bff )j�k = �L] � E[PNRk (Xk)]

Note that, by de�nition,

E[P ��
k (Xk;  

��
k ;�bff )j�k = �L] = E[v��k (Zk; Zk; �k0; �L;�

bff )j�k = �L]

where

v��k (z; z; �; �L;�
bff ) = E[Vik jXik = z; Yik = z; �k0 = �; �k = �L;�

bff ]

� E[Vik jXik = z; Yik = z; �k0 = �;�bff ]

= E[Vik jXik = z; Yik = z;�bff ]

� vNRk (z; z)

where the �rst equality is de�nitional, the inequality follows from a�liation of �k with the other random

variables related to good k (given buyer beliefs) (see Theorem 5 in MW), the next equality follows from

the fact that �k0 is independent of �k (and contains information about �k only in conjunction with �k);

and the last equality is de�nitional. Therefore,

E[v��k (Zk; Zk; �k0 ; �L;�
bff )j�k = �L] � E[vNRk (Zk; Zk)j�k = �L] � E[PNRk (Xk)]

and we have the desired result.

Step 4 The expected �rst period price in the BFF case is the expected price for any good k conditional

on it being sold in the �rst period:

E[P1(�
bff )j�bff ] = E[P bffk (Xk;  

bff
k ;�bff )j�k = �H ]

Follows immediately from symmetry.

Step 5 The expected �rst period price in the BFF case is higher than the expected price in the no

revelation case :

E[P bffk (Xk;  
bff

k ;�bff )j�k = �H ] � E[PNRk (Xk)]

Note �rst that

E[P bffk (Xk;  
bff

k ;�bff )j�k = �H ] = E[Pnpok (Xk;  
npo

k ;�bff )j�k = �H ]

as

 
bff

k = �k =  
npo

k when �k = �H

Moreover,

E[Pnpok (Xk;  
npo
k ;�bff )j�k = �H ] = E[vnpok (Zk; Zk; �H ; �

bff )j�k = �H ]
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where

v
npo

k (z; z; �H ;�
bff ) = E[Vik jXik = z; Yik = z; �k = �H ;�

bff ]

� E[Vik jXik = z; Yik = z;�bff ]

= vNRk (z; z)

where the two equalities are de�nitional and the inequality follows from a�liation.. Thus

E[vnpok (Zk; Zk; �H ; �
bff )j�k = �H ] � E[vNRk (Zk; Zk)j�k = �H ]

� E[PNR(Xk)]

This concludes the proof of 1.

The proof 2 is similar and that of 3 is immediate from the de�nition of the strategy. 2
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